2000 nissan xterra front bumper

Had a little accident? Is the bumper end on your Nissan Xterra damaged or scratched? Do not
drive around town in with a dented or dinged up bumper. The bumper end of your Nissan Xterra
is what protects you and your passengers, as well as your more expensive car body from minor
collisions and scrapes. Minor damage to your Nissan's bumper end is very common, but a
dinged bumper end is not very attractive. Do not forget that the damage may also decrease the
protection that it provides. Do not be embarrassed by an unattractive and possibly unsafe
Xterra. Just get it repaired. Order a new bumper end for your Nissan Xterra from the auto parts
experts at Geek Parts. You do not have to drive all over looking for a bumper end that fits your
vehicle when it is so easy to buy a replacement online. They are available for the following
Nissan Xterra years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01,
This part is also sometimes called Nissan Xterra Bumper Ends. Ordered for my Xterra after a
minor accident. Replaced this part myself. Great website. Very helpful. Great product that was
as advertised and very easy to installed. Additionally, the shippment arrived on time in good
condition as promised. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Premium - High quality new
replacement part. Quality: Value Line - High quality automotive part with the highest cost
savings. Features: Textured. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. The Nissan Xterra is an
SUV best suited for off-roading because of its excellent hill-descent control and Bilstein shocks.
The bumper and bumper ends are a vital part of this SUV because they provide protection on
impact. The Nissan Xterra front bumper, back bumper and bumper ends are as sturdy as it gets
but because of tough driving conditions and also due to hard impacts they may need to be
changed. First, let's get a better idea about bumpers of a car and why they need to be replaced.
Function and Design of a Bumper End The bumper of your vehicle stands in its first line of
defense and protects the front as well as the rear from damage on impact. Bumper ends are that
part of the bumper that are located extreme corners of the car. They are highly prone to damage
because of this position. If your Nissan Xterra bumper end gets damaged you need to get it
replaced immediately either by paying your dealer to do a professional job which is quite
expensive, or you can buy the replacement parts and do it yourself at home. Fortunately, the
second option is quite pocket-friendly. Bumper ends are designed to resist damage from even
the smallest fender benders. The material used to make bumper ends could be plastic or even
metal. In some vehicles while the main bumper is made of metal the bumper ends may be made
of plastic while in some they are both made of the same material. Sometimes they are designed
to blend with the bumper giving a more unified look while in larger cars and SUVs the bumper
end protrudes out and is more pronounced than the rest of the bumper. This is so that it can
withstand more damage and protect the body. Usual Damages Sustained by Nissan Xterra Front
and Rear Bumpers The bumper of your car literally takes some heavy bashing and over a period
of time they can lose their toughness, get cracked, abraded or break down. This is always a risk
because a damaged bumper will not yield optimum performance in shielding your vehicle from
maximum impact. It puts the safety of your Nissan Xterra and its passengers in jeopardy. The
resale value of your car will decrease with a damaged bumper and not to mention it will lessen
its visual appeal. A minor collision will cause the bumper to withstand it and spring back
because of its flexibility. But continuous wear and tear or a harder impact may actually do a lot
more harm to it. Moreover, driving around in a dented or broken Nissan Xterra rear bumper or
Nissan Xterra front bumper could be pretty embarrassing. You don't need to shell out extra
money to replace your Nissan Xterra bumper end by sending your car to an auto mechanic or
your dealer. Buying it at a reputed auto parts online retailer like PartsGeek. There are some
excellent instruction articles and DIY videos to guide you through the process of Nissan Xterra
front bumper replacement or for the back bumper and bumper ends for that matter. So don't
think twice before ordering the parts and doing the job yourself! Read more reviews. Shipping
Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Nissan Xterra. Catalog: Q.
Vehicle Nissan Xterra. Replacing a slightly damaged Nissan Xterra bumper cover is not a
pressing issue from a safety point of view. After all, a bumper cover is a piece of cosmetic
fascia whose only function is to make your vehicle look good, although it may offer a bit of
resistance to a small impact. The problem is, even a small impact can cause enough damage to
leave a noticeable imperfection and, for many, even a slight imperfection can be too much to
live with. After all, the Xterra is a nice looking ride and those who pride themselves in
appearances may be more than willing to shell out the hundred bucks or so that it takes to buy
a new bumper cover. Fortunately, replacements are easy to find and simple to install. A Nissan
Xterra has two bumper covers, one in the front and one in the rear. It's important when ordering

your new part to specify the vehicle year, whether it's the front or rear bumper cover you need
and the color and texture desired. Some covers come primed so the customer can paint it to his
own specifications. Your Xterra is top quality and it makes sense to utilize only top quality
replacement parts. They are available for the following Nissan Xterra years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 15,
14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, This part is also sometimes called Nissan Xterra
Bumper. Partkgeek got me a great deal on auto parts. I saved a lot of money with them. The only
thing I did not like that all my parts were ship from different warehouses. But everything arrived
as orderes and on time. I have always bought parts from partsgeek and I have never has a
problem with them they always do me right give me what I ask for and never have had any
problems from them I would recommend this site to family friends or anyone to use. I'm a single
mom of a teenage driver. I've used Parts Geek several times to repair her "messses. Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket
within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See
customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek
always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Quality: Premium - High
quality new replacement part. Shipping Options: Ships by Truck. Oversized Item - Customer
must inspect all parts upon delivery. If an item is damaged refuse only the item that is damaged
and contact us immediately. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and lasts
the same as the original. Features: Paint to Match. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Bumper CoverYou bought a Nissan Xterra because you're an adventurer. You appreciate the
rugged construction, superior handling, and stylish design. You need a vehicle that takes you
from point A to point B, especially if point A is your campsite and point B is the base of a hiking
trail. Over the course of your adventures, you're sure to have done a bit of damage to your
bumper cover. As durable as your Xterra is, rocks are not very forgiving. Thankfully, PartsGeek.
At PartsGeek. Our fit guide is sure to simplify the process of finding a part for your year, make
and model. Choose from our wide variety of bumper covers from Action Crash. What is a
bumper cover? A bumper cover is made of fiberglass or plastic and is typically referred to
simply as a bumper. These are installed on both the front and back of your vehicle and are
designed to protect your engine and vehicle frame from damage in collisions. How much is a
bumper cover? A common misconception, the bumper is actually beneath the bumper cover,
and therefore is typically not visible unless the vehicle is missing a bumper cover. The bumper
cover is painted the same color as the rest of the vehicle, but the bumper itself is usually black
and part of the vehicle's frame. Read more reviews. Great sight, great prices!!!! Will do more
buisnes and recommend others to use as well.. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:.
Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Nissan Xterra. Fitment Information:. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Nissan Xterra.
This is a high clearance DIY weld-together winch bumper kit for the 1st generation Nissan
Xterra. It features a bolt-on design once welded together , protected winch mount, and the best
approach angle of any bumper on the market. This bumper allows you to forget about approach
angle and substantially improves the offroad capability of your Nissan. It offers excellent
protection from rocks, trees and animal strikes and has been kept to a weight of lbs through
careful design work. Unlike other bumpers on the market that only mount to the thin corrugated
frame horns, this bumper uses a total of 8 bolts to solidly mount it to both the frame rail ends
and the factory recovery points. This distributes impact and winching forces evenly across your
frame and makes for the stiffest mounting interface of any bumper on the market. This bumper
also uses a low profile design that tucks tightly to the body and slopes up directly from the end
of the frame. This bumper also has a built in lower skid plate that provides a smooth surface to
slide across trail obstacles and leaves no possible way for trail debris to find its way into your
vulnerable engine bay parts. None , Grill Tubing , Full Tubing. As for welding, with everything
designed using CAD software and then CNC laser-cut to size, the pieces fit together perfectly
and this makes for a very simple assembly process. All kits come with detailed instructions with
plenty of clearly labelled diagrams that are made using cutting-edge CAD software. This bumper
kit is well within the ability of a novice welder and many customers have purchased it as their
very first welding project with great results! This is made possible by the clean parts fit-ups and
thick material. These are two factors that make welding significantly easier. Alternatively, many
individuals buy the kits and then have a local welder assemble it for them. Even in this case, it
typically ends up being less expensive than buying a pre-fabricated bumper â€” especially after
considering the lower shipping costs of our kits vs. Forget the outrageous lead times of many
bumper options that are measured in months. All of our bumper kits ship within business days
with 2-day shipping. Only logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave a
review. We at Coastal Offroad are more than happy to work with our customers to design their
dream bumper. Feel free to send us an email support coastaloffroad. Description Additional
information Bumper assembly Bumper weight Shipping Reviews 0 Description Unlike other

bumpers on the market that only mount to the thin corrugated frame horns, this bumper uses a
total of 8 bolts to solidly mount it to both the frame rail ends and the factory recovery points.
Bumper assembly As for welding, with everything designed using CAD software and then CNC
laser-cut to size, the pieces fit together perfectly and this makes for a very simple assembly
process. Bumper weight Steel base bumper weight: lbs Aluminum base bumper weight: 49 lbs.
Shipping Forget the outrageous lead times of many bumper options that are measured in
months. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Don't see exactly what you're after? Choose an
option The ShrockWorks winch bumper is just the ticket to even the odds and allow you to
charge ahead with confidence. Don't waste time with a wimpy brush guard or grill guard for
your Xterra or Frontier. They often cause more damage than they prevent after a hard knock.
You can have a great looking bumper that offers real protection and a winch mounting location
too. You are looking at the best bumper on the market for your Xterra or Frontier. Despite the
beef, painstaking design work on this bumper has kept the weight down to a very reasonable
lbs. Key Bumper features: - Optimized for off road performance with greatly improved approach
angles. It actually hangs down 3 inches less than the ARB bumper. No gaping empty hole where
the winch would be. Read the review article and see more pics at: Xterra Firma. If Javascript is
disabled in your browser click here. Add to cart and enter zip code for a shipping quote. If you
like to play hard in your Nissan Xterra, it's time for some serious protection. The low hanging
plastic factory bumper is easy prey for the rocks and ruts offroad. It's also designed to be very
strong. The skid plate will come finished the same as the bumper. This bumper is awesome! It
looks great and is very well-built. You can't get a better or stronger bumper than a Shrock. I've
had mine for over 2 years and it works great! Even after good beating the powdercoat finish is
still there, and the bumper is top notch in performance, functionality and quality. Author: Drew
Meyer great bumper took out a tree by accident with not a scratch in the powdercoating well
some small ones. Author: XterraAdam The bumper is the best. It's a very sturdy addition to your
Xterra. Mine's been beat, yanked on, and just plain abused and it still looks great and protects
the front. Author: Andrew Blakesley This bumper is amazing, pictures do not do it justice!
Amazing workmanship and powdercoat, your xterra will break before the bumper! Author: Sean
Dennehy One word sums up everything. The bumper is great. Nice and solid and looks killer on
my rig. Jim is the best. I had a small problem on my end with my shipping address, due to me
taking a new job Thanks again Jim! Great company, you will be seeing more of my hard earned
cash coming your way! Keep it up. After several months waiting for the bumper after years of
dreaming about ordering it , I finally installed it, and I am completely impressed. First day I had
the new bumper on, I got backed into at work. By a full-size, lifted truck. I can't praise your work
enough, this bumper is military-grade. Author: James Jones The bumper is awesome! It is
extremely tough and looks great. Anyone can install it. Author: Andrew Blakesley After 1 year of
tough use in the mud,snow,dirt,sand Its been through a New England winter and hasnt chipped
or scratched This is a must have for anyone who offroads or anyone who even has an x! Worth
every penny. It is THAT awesome. Author: Terry Crain This bumper is exactually what i'm
looking for do you make them to fit a pathfinder. Bull bars incorporate a fully engineered
mounting system which completely replaces the factory bumper. Deluxe bull bar selection is the
most extensive. Loaded with features aimed at making remote area travel safe, no other bumper
offers the same degree of vehicle integration, protection or functionality. Installation
Instructions. At BumperSuperstore. Call us to get the best price, guaranteed. Find it lower?
Need to return a product? No worries with BumperSuperstore. We will gladly accept returns for
items returned within 90 days of the original purchase date and in new condition. Contact Us:
You must contact us and let us know that you intend to return a part. Please call and choose
option 2. Some returns are subject to a restocking fee. All parts must be returned in the original
package, cannot have been installed and must be in original condition. Order Info:. Our goal is
to make sure all items arrive in new condition. On occasion, items may be damaged while in
transit by third party freight companies. When this occurs, it's our mission to make sure the
issue is resolved in a timely manner and to the customers best interest. Please take the
following steps when receiving your order:. Please note: If a part is mounted or modified, the
part is no longer returnable. Both manufacturers, distributors, and BumperSuperstore. Please
make sure you double check the part number and vehicle fitment when ordering and review
your confirmation email. If the customer orders the incorrect part they are responsible for
shipping the product back to the warehouse the product was originally shipped from. Also, the
end customer will not be refunded for original cost of shipping. In good faith, we will do the best
we can to make sure the end customer has the best rates to get the product back to us.
Tracking numbers will be provided when available. If you have questions about vehicle fitment,
please email or call us at We are more than happy to help our customers find the exact part they
need. Free shipping does not apply to Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico or international orders. You

will be contacted after the order is placed with an accurate quote to these locations. You can
also call for a shipping quote before your order is placed. Transit time estimates are not
guaranteed. For questions, please call us at Visit: Buy now, pay later with Affirm Learn More.
Additional Images. SKU: Customize Your Item. Qty :. Free Shipping! Add to Cart Add to Wishlist.
Description Details Shipping Reviews Description Bull bars incorporate a fully engineered
mounting system which completely replaces the factory bumper. Package Dimensions: W1. You
must login to post a review. E-News Sign Up. Lowest Price. Our Guarantee. Experts Since Low
Price Guarantee. Must be identical products same part number and manufacturer Proof of
advertised price must be shown url of competitors website Excludes items from auction sites
such as eBay, Amazon or liquidation sites. Hassle Free Returns. Sign In or Create an Account.
Please take the following steps when receiving your order: 1 Please open all packages and
notate all items are in new condition upon receiving them. New Customer Forgot Password. For
more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Nissan Xterra Bumper Cover. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Bumper Cover
part. Shop Nissan Xterra Bumper Cover. Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Sort by:. Part Number: N
Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: NQ. Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Jan 20, Easy to install. Fit as it should and is good quality. Would buy
again from car parts. Purchased on Dec 19, Nov 26, Xterra Renewed. Good fit, easy install.
David Boyer. Purchased on Nov 07, Replacement Front Bumper Cover, Textured. Oct 28,
Unfolded fine in the sun. Bumper came folded and straightened out fine in the sun, Fit no
problem, One scratch on bumper was the only flaw. Shipping was half what other parts places
were charging. Purchased on Oct 06, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Bumper Cover
vs. Decades ago, a bumper was a solid metal component affixed to the front of a vehicle. Only a
few. How to Remove Scratches from Your Car Bumper This guide will focus mainly on how to
fix scratches on painted plastic bumpers, as that is the most common material used nowadays.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Nissan Xterra Bumper. Select your
vehicle year. Refine by:. Bumper part. Quantity Sold. Shop Nissan Xterra Bumper. Showing 1 - 7
of 7 results.
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Sort by:. Part Number: NS Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Part Number: N Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Nissan Xterra Bumper Customer Reviews.
Replacement Bumper - Front, Powdercoated Black. Feb 11, Brayton Shelor. Purchased on Jan
17, Replacement Bumper - Rear, Powdercoated Gray. Jan 21, Great product. Christopher
Gutierrez. Purchased on Jan 13, Nov 09, Perfect condition, fast shipping, easy to install! This
part looks so good on my car! Milagro Avila. Purchased on Oct 19, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. Best Truck Upgrades Planning on gifting yourself a much-needed truck
makeover this holiday season? Bumper Cover vs. What is it used for? How to Remove
Scratches from Your Car Bumper Getting scratches out of your car bumper can be costly if you
get it done at an auto body shop. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

